GIMME LITTLE SIGN

Smith/Hooven/Winn

4/4  1234  12 (without intro)

Intro: |   |   | (X2)

If you do want me, gimme little sugar, if you don’t want me, don’t lead me on, girl

But, if you need me, show me that you love me

And, when I’m feeling blue, and I want you, there’s just one thing that you should do

Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby

To show me that you’re mine, girl, oh, yeah

Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my darling

To show me that you’re mine, girl, all-right

If you do want me, gimme little sweet talk, if you don’t want me, don’t lead me on, girl

But, if you need me, show me that you love me

And, when I’m feeling down, wearing a frown, you’ll be there when I look around
p.2. Gimme Little Sign

Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right

Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right

Instrumental verse

Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
To show me that you’re mine, girl, oh, yeah

Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my darling
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right

Just gimme some kind of sign, just gimme some kind of sign, (repeat, and fade)
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4/4  1234  12 (without intro)

Intro:  | Gm7 | F | (X2)

Gm7   F   Gm7   F
If you do want me, gimme little sugar, if you don’t want me, don’t lead me on, girl
Gm7   F
But, if you need me, show me that you love me
Gm7   Am7   Bb   C7
And, when I’m feeling blue, and I want you, there’s just one thing that you should do

Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
Gm7   F
To show me that you’re mine, girl, oh, yeah
Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my darling
Gm7   F
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right

Gm7   F   Gm7   F
If you do want me, gimme little sweet talk, if you don’t want me, don’t lead me on, girl
Gm7   F
But, if you need me, show me that you love me
Gm7   Am7   Bb   C7
And, when I’m feeling down, wearing a frown, you’ll be there when I look around

Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
Gm7   F
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right
Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
Gm7   F
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right

Instrumental verse

Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my baby
Gm7   F
To show me that you’re mine, girl, oh, yeah
Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, girl, oh, my darling
Gm7   F
To show me that you’re mine, girl, al-right
Gm7   F   Gm7   F
Just gimme some kind of sign, just gimme some kind of sign, (repeat, and fade)